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Abstract. We present a simple and uniform transformational system for extracting parallelism 
from programs. The transformations are studied as a formal system. We define a measure of 
program improvement, and show that the transformations improve programs with respect to the 
measure. We show that it is possible to compute limits of infinite sequences of the transformations; 
this allows our system to implement software pipelining, and leads to a general solution to the 
problem of software pipelining in the presence of tests. 
Using the primitive transformations and the limit-taking transformation, it is possible to express 
the classical parallelization techniques for vector, multiprocessor, and VLIW machines. Thus, our 
transformational system can be viewed as a formal foundation for the area of parallelization. We 
present implementations of two techniques, doacross and a simple form of vectorization. 
i. Introduction 
A significant amount of research has been done in the area of parallelization, the 
extraction of parallelism from sequential programs. The extraction of fine-grain 
parallelism-parallelism at the leve’l of individual instructions-using code compac- 
tion has recentiy emerged as an important sub-field. The model of computation for 
compaction-based parallcIization is generally some form of shared-memory parallel 
computer consisting of many synchronous, statically scheduled functional units with 
a single flow of control. Programs for these machines may be depicted as program 
graphs where nodes can contain multiple operations. Transformations or; these 
programs rearrange operations to shorten (compact) the paths through the program 
graph. Numerous commercial machines (including Multi flow’s TRACE series, 
CHOPP, Cydrome, the FPS series, horizontal microengines, and RISC machines) 
use compaction techniques to exploit parallelism. 
We present a system of program transformations for extracting parallelism from 
programs. This system is intended to be the basis of a practical compiler that 
generates high-quality code for synchronous machines. This paper, however, focuses 
on the theoretical issues. At the heart of our approach are four primitive tsansforma- 
tions, based on the core transformations of pemlation scheduling [29]. The develop- 
ment is geared to studying the properties of the primitive transformations and of 
perfect pipelining, a transformation that computes limits of infinite sequences of the 
primitive transformations [51. Perfect ipelining allows 5~‘r system ts imple 
software pipelining a technique for ove pping the ir erati!Jns of ~4 loop in much the 
same way that a hardware pipeline overlaps a stream of instrwtiom. 
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1.1. Loop parallelization 
Handling loops well is critical in all compiler optimizations. In compaction-based 
parallelization, he standard method for extracting parallelism from a loop is to 
compact the loop body. This yields some performance improv ent, but does not 
exploit parallelism that may be present between separate iter ns of a loop. To 
extract more parallelism, most systems unroll the loop body a number of times 
before compacting. If a loop is unrolled k times, parallelism can be ex 
this unrolled loop body, but the new loop still imposes sequentiality between every 
group of k iterations. Perfect pipelining overcomes this problem by achieving the 
effect of unbounded unrolling and compaction of a loop. 
‘We use the program graph shown in Fig. 1 to illustrate perfect pipelining. (The 
loop control code is simplified for clarity: the induction variable i is incremented 
implicitly on the backedge, as in a Fortran DO loop.) The running time of this loop 
is 4n steps, where n is the number of iterations executed. Multiple iterations of this 
loop may be overlapped, subject to the constraint that the first statement of an 
iteration is dependent on the result of the first statement of the previous iteration. 
Figure 2 shows a schedule after the loop has been unrolled three times and 
compacted.’ Statement labels have been substituted for the statements; subscripts 
indicate the increment o the induction variable. The running time of this loop is 
2n steps. Figure 3 shows the loop unrolled five times and compacted, in this case 
r 
i := i+l 
Fig. 1. A sample loop. 
i := i+3 
Fig. 2. Loop unrolled three 
times and compacted. 
i:=i+5 
Fig. 3. Loop unrolled five 
times and compacted. 
’ Two additional memory locations are allocated to each array to handle the extra references generated 
when i = n. Alternatively, the loop bounds can be adjusted and a prologue added as in [9]. 
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the running; Gme 3s tn steps. Note the low parallelism at the beginning and end of 
the loop bod;l + both of these examples. 
AdditiDnaE ;LIL--%~ and compaction improves the running time of this loop, but 
this approach becomes computationally expensive very rapidly. Perfect pipelining 
derives the program shown in Fig. 4 (in this figure only, the subscripts indicate the 
absolute value of the array subscripts). Intuitively, perfect pipelining observes that 
the fourth and fifth nodes of Fig. 3 execute the same statements from different 
iterations, and that further unrolling and compaction creates more nodes of the 
same type. We refer to this, ini’~rmally, as the pattern generated by compaction of 
the loop. 
c77 Ao 
where II’: i < n-3 
Fig. 4. Loop after perfect pipelining. 
The loop in Fig. 4 is equivalent o an “infinitely unrolled” and compacted version 
of the original loop. The transformation achieves continuous (or perfect) pipelining 
of the loop iterations. The prologue and epilogue to the loop are everything not 
included in the pattern. For Fortran-like DO loops, it turns out that d;, 
pipelining trarsformation requires little more than rearr 
(Note that the tests in the epilogue are unnecessary a
been left in to emphasize the relationship between the loops before and after 
application of perfect pipelining.) The running time of the loop i 
In this example, the pattern detecte 
there are no branches (other than exit 
S atter all 
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Perfect pipelining applies in the presence of resource constraints. While it is 
infeasible to compute optimal loop schedules with resource constraints (even in 
idealized models I), the fact that perfect pipelrning achieves continuous overlap 
of iterations on aths tends to keep machine utilization high. We prove that the 
transformation fi a pattern given fixed resources. In Section 6, we provide an 
example illustrating its performance when the loop has unpredictable flow of control 
and machine resources are a limiting factor. 
Perfect pipelining can be combined with transformations that alter the dependen- 
cies of a loop. For example, statement A, in Fig. 2 has subscript i + 1 instead of i; 
the indirect reference has been modified to eliminate dependencies caused by 
incrementing the induction variable. In the final, p+elined loop in Fig. 4, using 
statement D” compensates for this modification, allowing the loop to exit and 
“wind-down” without overrunning the bounds of the array. To make our examples 
realistic, we eliminate dependencies caused by incrementing the induction variable, 
as in Fig. 2. However, the general use of transformations that change the dependen- 
cies of a loop can be treated separately and is beyond the scope of this paper; 
techniques for inciuding such transformations are discussed in [2,24]. 
Finally, perfect pipelining bounds the amount of unrolling required. In previous 
parallelization systems, particularly trace scheduling [ 15,161, there is a trade-off 
between loop unrolling and exploitable parallelism. As illustrated in Fig. 3, addi- 
tional unrolling and compaction of a loop body theoretically improves execution 
time. However, unrolling and compaction increase the size of a program, and 
machines have storage limitations. In particular, high-performance parallel machines 
use an instruction cache, and a loop too large for the cache will perform very poorly. 
Thus, existing systems unroll as much as possible, subject to hardware constraints. 
In contrast, when a pattern is detected by perfect pipelining, no further unrolling 
is required. While this pattern may still be to o iarge for an instruction cache, perfect 
pipelining typically requires much less unrolling and yields very concise schedules. 
For example, to achieve performance within 10% of the loop in Fig. 4 without 
perfect pipelining (i.e., by simply compacting an unrolled loop body), the loop in 
Fig. I must be unrolled 30 times. To achieve performance within 1% of the loop in 
Fig. 4 without perfect pipelining, the loop in Fig. 1 must be unrolled 300 times. 
1.2. Overview of the paper 
To make our claims precise, we develop a formal account of our transformations. 
The formalism is powerful enough to capture the intuitive notion of program 
improvement used informally throughout he literature on parallelization. In Section 
2, we define the language to which the transformations apply and provide an 
operational semantics. In Section 3, a binary relation sP is defined on programs 
using the operational semantics. If P sP P’ then operations in P' are executed earlier 
than corresponding operations i In this sense, cP measures when one program 
is “more parallel” than another. e use to prove that perfect pipelining is better 
y finite unrolling wit 
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Section 4 gives a brief overview of the primitive transformations. Formal 
definitions and proofs of correctness may be found in [2]. Section 5 defines the 
perfect pipelining transformation and investigates anumber of properties of perfect 
pipelining. Necessary and sufficient conditions are presel:ted for perfect pipelining 
to succeed with a given compaction algorithm. An example is developed showing 
that vectorization of a single statement is an instance of perfect pipelining. 
Section 6 develops the simple rule, a simple compaction algorithm that can be 
used with perfect pipelining. An extended example of loop parallelization with the 
simple rule is presented; this example illustrates how perfect pipelining applies in 
the presence of unpredictable flow of control and resource constraints. We use s,, 
to show that perfect pipelining with the simple rule is at least as general as doacross, 
a parallelizing transformation for multiprocessors [ 1 I]. Other examples of transfor- 
mations expressible by the primitive transformations and perfect pipelining (such 
as the wavefront method [28] and trace scheduling [ 15,161) are presented in [2]. 
2. The model 
This section provides the formal foundation for our study of parallelizing transfor- 
mations. We first informally describe the programming language in which transfor- 
mations are performed, and then provide a formal definition and an operational 
semantics. The operational semantics is used to define a relation s,, that measures 
when one program is “more parallel” than another. 
The model of computation and the relation Go are motivated by synchronous 
parallel computation and nompaction-based parallelization. This model is accurate 
for synchronous parallel computers, such as pipelined and Very Long Instruction 
Word machines [17,18]. In subsequent sections we show that important paralleliz- 
ation techniques for synchronous and asynchronous parallel machines can be 
expressed using our model and transformational system. 
2.1. A simple language 
In this section we give an informal description of SPL, a Simple Parallel Language. 
SPL is an abstraction of the model of computation used to define percolation 
scheduling [29]. We have minimized the details of language design while keeping 
the language rich enough to allow discussion of the important problems. 
so much a “real” programming language as a tool convenient fcr 
parallelizing transformations. 
SPL is graphical; a program is represented by a control flow graph as in Fig. 5a. 
Each node in the graph contains zero or more p 
are divided into two categories: assignments an e evalu:~.tion f an assign- 
dates the store, while tests a 
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Fig. 5. Two versions of the same program. 
(a) A sample program; (b) a parallelized program. 
E2 E3 
Fig. 6. A program node. 
the start node and proceeds sequentially fro en control reaches 
a particular node, all statements in that node are eva!uated concurrently; the 
assignments update the store an the tests return the next node in 
sequence (see discussion below ). Statement valuated in parallel perfo 
before any assignment performs a write. rite conflicts within a 
permitted. 
Care must be taken to define how multiple tests are evaluated in parallel. The set 
of tests within a node is given as a directed acyclic grap (dag). Each test in the 
dag has two successors corresponding to its true and false branc successor 
of a test is either another test or a name; a name is a pointer to a program node. 
We require that the dag of tests be rooted -that it have a single ele 
o evaluate a dag in a state, select the (unique) path 
that the branches on the path correspond to the value (true or false) 
of the corresponding test in the state. Evaluation of the dag returns the node name 
that terminates this path. An example node is given in Fig. 6. The node contaiils 
three tests and two assignments. The tests are organized as a tree; assuming that all 
e tests evaluate to true, the next node in the execution sequence is El. 
n a real machine the evaluation of multiple tests can be very sophisticated to 
it parallelism. For example, the tests can be eva taneously and a 
lgorithm used to select the correct node name from the boolean results. A 
hardware mechanism that ekiently implements general dags of tests is described 
in [X]. Impiementing trees of tests is discussed in [ 12,141. Less general multiway 
jump mechanisms are used in many horizontal microengines and 
architecture 1263. 
to model execution of a tightly coupled parallel machine 
me program is given in Fig. 5b. 
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2.2. Formal deJinition of S 
The formal definition of S ntics provide a framework 
foi proving n subsequent sections we 
develop a fo alism for our transformations; this formalism uses the operational 
semantics of SPL to define when one program is more parallel than another. The 
tional semantics of SPL follows the structural style advoca 
igure 7 lists the L. Val is a domain c values-integers, 
flouting-point numb ssign, deviates from 
the standard approach in that it does 
assignment returns a pair (I, v), where D is t 
us to define the parallel execution of sev 
the new values to the updated locations (recall that write conflicts are not permitted). 
A program is a tupte (N, yo04 
is a set of nodes, 
non Al is the start node, 
Fc N is the set of final nodes. 
A node is a pair (A,C) where: 
A is a set of assignments, 
C is a dag; a four-tuple ( select, r, PiI) where: 
B is a set of tests, 
select: B x Boo1 + B + is an edge function, 
Y is the root test or a node name, 
H is a set of node names. 
As an example, an SP’L representation of the node in Fig. 6 hs given in 
Statement labels are used in the figure to distinguish multiple occurrences of a 
statement; we assume throughout that all occurrences of a statement are uniquely 
identifiable. 
In what follows, s and s’ range over stores; variants of v, /, a, and t range over 
values, locations, assignments, and tests, respectively. We a 
and tests are total atomic actions of type 
name of a node and the node itself; the meaning is always 
The transformations we define require knowledge of the 
and written by statements to model dependency ana!ysi.s. 
gx := 1, y := l), ((a: i < n, b: j = 
Boo1 = tt+ff 
LOC = 2 
where 
Store = Lot --) vail se@, tt) = 
Assign = Store + Lot x Vd. SC”f b, tt) = 
St = seqc, tt) = 
Fig. 7. Basic domains. Fig. 8. An SPL representation of the nods in Fig.. 6. 
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Let n = (A, C), C = (B, select, P, H), and A = (ai} 
Constraints on C: 
The directed graph induced on B and H by select is: 
connected 
acyclic 
has a unique root r. 
Constraint on A: 
Qs, i, j where i # j, wriie(a;, s) n ble(aj, s) = 
constraints on ‘?: 
v’n E N nQ $z succ(n) 
E F succ(n) = 8 
Qn E F where n = (A, (B, selecd, 5p, )), A = (resust) A B = 
Fig. 9. Program constraints. 
determines when two program SW- -xnts may refer to the same memory location. 
The analysis is used to determine when it is safe to execute statements in para 
We define write( a, s) to be the location written by assignment a in store s; 
is the set of locations read by assignment (or test) u in store s. 
In Section 2.1, we discussed well-formedness conditions and semant 
not captured by the above description. These requirements are listed in Fig. 9. The 
constraints ensure that the dag of tests is well-formed and that two assigmnzrlts in 
a node cannot write the same location. In addition, the start node should have no 
predecessors and a final node should have no successors. A final node contains a 
distinguished statement, result, that reads and returns the result of the computation. 
We assume that result returns the entire final store, although any set of store locations 
would do. 
2.2.1. Useful functions on program nodes 
Figure IO lists several useful functions on program nodes. We briefly describe 
function. succ returns the immediate successors of a node; when it is convenient 
succ: Node --) P(Node) 
mm(n) = H where n = (A, (J% select, pA)) 
pred: Node -+ P( Node) 
pred(72) = (n’]n E succ(n’) 
op: Node -+ P(Assign f Test) 
q@a) = where n = (A, (B,sekt,~,~)) 
node: + Test 
node(z) = n where 2 
Fig. 10. Functions on program nodes. 
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we refer to an edge (m, n) instead of writing n E succ(m). pred returns the immediate 
predecessors of a node. The function op returns the state ents in a node. no&(x) 
is the node containing statement x.’ 
2.2.2. An operational semantics qf SPL 
An operational semanti e describes the execution of programs 
written in that language. n operational semantics for 
semantics consists of a set in the style of inference rules Q 
logic. There are two types of transitions: 4, nes transitions within a node, 
and 3, which defines transitions between noues. 
corresponds to one step of a synchronous pa 
that the assertion below the line holds if the assertions above the line hold. 
C = (B, selecl, r, H), t E B, select&t(s)) = tt 
(C,s,i)u (C,s,t’) . -- 
C = (23, select,r,H), 32’ E H 
(C, s, nq - d 
A = (a~),a;(s) = (I;,t_+), s [. . .,I; + Q,. . .] = s’ 
(A, s) - s’ 
n = (A, C>,C = (B, sekect,r, H), n f;r F, (C, S,T) -5 d, (A, S) - S’ 
h s) -+ (fW) 
Fig. 11. The operational semantics of SPL. 
The first two rules deal with evaluation of a dag of tests. Consider the first rule. 
In configuration (C, .s, t), if t is a test, then the next configuration is (C, S, seiect( t, tt )> 
if t evaluates to true in store S; otherwise, the next configuration is (C, S, select( t, ff)). 
The second rule returns the node name that terminates the path selected through 
the dag of tests-the configuration (C, s, n’) rewrites to n’ if n’ is a node name. 
The third rule describes the parallel evaluation of assignments. ch assignment 
ai is evaluated in store S. The resulting pairs (li, vi) re 
with new values vi. (Recall that two assignments c
the same step-thus, the li are distinct.) The config 
s’ is s with the new values writt in the appropriate locations. 
The first three rules desc ternal (-4) tra 
rule describes transitions between nodes. Let (n, s) 
not a final node. If the evaluation of the dag of tests 
parallel evaluation of the assign 
is (n’, s’). 
’ Again, we assume there is a way of distinguishing between multiple conies of the same statement. 
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A rewriting sequen e is an execution history of the computation of a program. 
For our purposes, a complete rewriting sequence cant uch irrelevant detail; 
in particular, we are rarely interested in the internal 
transitions). The Ilowing definition puts a rewriting se 
abstraction for viewing execution as transitions from 
ecution O-ace). The execution trace of in initial store 
is the sequence (n,, ~&+(n,, s,)+(nz, s2 - -=+ (n,, sk) where 
races are define 
computations.’ 
Finally, we sometimes need to refer to statements that are actually involved in 
the internal (-+ ) transitions of a node. To allow us to do this concisely, we define 
the set of statemc ts executed by a no 
PI = (A, C) where 
of statements executed by 22 in store S. If 
if x E A then x E exec( n, s), 
if IX B then JE exe&, s), 
if (C, s, r)L(C, s, t) and t E 13 then t E exec( 
In this section we develop a formal account of our transfo 
us to make precise claims about our transformations and to make comparisons wit 
other transformations. We are interested in transformations t at exploit only flow 
of control and data dependency information; this is a natu 1 and large class of 
transformations (including our transformations) domi the literature on 
Examples of transformations in this class include: vectorization 
ethod [28] (or hyperplane method [25]), loop distribution 
C&33,32], trace scheduling [15,16], and doacross [ll]. 
ur goal is to define a natural relation, independent of any specific transforma- 
tions, that captures the usual notion of program optimization found in the literature 
on parallelization. This notion consists of two parts: first, transformations reorder 
rogram statements based on dependency information (thus preserving program 
semantics), and second, a transformed program is better (faster) than the original 
” (for similarity), that captures 
endency structure of another. 
tion 6, that is a restriction of S P ‘, then statements 
3 While the results should be extensible to infinite computations, this adds complexity to the formalism 
and is not important to the issues we address. 
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in P’ are executed at least as early as corresponding statements in ; in this seuse, 
P’ is more parallel than R 
Informally, a pr ’ if P’ executes the same stateme 
an order compatib with the data and control de encies present in 
however, have additional statements on some paths that do not affect the output of 
the program. The program in Fig. Sb has more statements o 
program in Fi but the two programs are semantical 
tion respectin can only take advantage of control a 
computable from a program; other semantic roperties of a program are not 
exploited. 
The purpose of si is to establish a sensible correspondence between statements 
in traces of P and statements in traces of P’. It is not enough to simply ensure that 
copies of statements from appear in P’, since there is no 
ties are preserve 
We say that y depe8ad.s on x in trace T( s), written x x y, if y reads 
a value written by x. Formally, let (n,,, so)+(ni, sJ* (+ s+). hen x~y if XE 
exec( n,), y E exec( ni), write(x, si) E read( y, si), and there is no statement z in rsh for 
i < k <j such that write( x, si) = write(z, sk ). 
The relation < models true dependencies [23], which correspond to actual 
definitions and uses of values during execution. This is not conservative dependency 
analysis-the relation < precisely captures the ow of values through an execution 
of a program. This is all that is required to define the relation si 
it io (Similarity). P si P’ if and only if there exists a function f satisfying: 
Vs x< y in T(P, s) ==9 f(x)<f( y) in 
h y’+(x) in T( P’, s) =9 f-‘(y’) q: x in T( P, s) 
where f is one-to-one from statements in T( s) to statements 





function f provides a mapping demo 
structure of To prove that s is a se 
with respect to the operational semantics. 
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Two strongly equivalent programs either both compute the same result or both 
diverge in all possible computations. The relati 
condition: not ust the programs compute th 
in “similar” ways. ecause we are interested in program tra 
on dependent our transformations respe 
ongly equivalent. 
the machinery needed to prove this theorem. 
Consider a trace T( P, s). The truce depen& 
where V is the set of all statements in the trac 
pair of dependent s atements; i.e., E = {(x, y) 
in the trace are distinct 
The foilowing definition describes the ency graph of a single statement.4 
Le-mma 3.6 uses this definition to show that co~espo~di~g state ents (under sim) 
have isomorphic dependency graphs. ote that statements with isomorphic depen- 
dency graphs compute the same value. 
efi~i~ion 3.5 Given D = ( V, E ), the trace dependency graph of T( P, s), let 4, = 
( V,, E,), the restriction of D to a statement x, be the subgraph induced by all 
statements on which x directly or indirectly depends. Defined inductively 
XE V,, 
XE V,.n(y,x)~ E 3,y~ v,A(_b’,X)E E,. 
The following lemma shows that any c oice off in Definition 3.2 preserves the 
cy structure of P and P”. 
P’. Let f be any mapping demonstrating that P si 
any pair oi traces T( P, s) and T( P’, s). Let 4, and D;.(_K, be the dependency graphs 
s) and f (x) in T( P’, s) respectively. ITlzen 0, = D.;(_K) e 
. The proof is by induction on the depth of the grap 
asis: The depth of D.X is 1. Then x depends on nothing but the initial store s. 
is implies that f(x) depends on nothing but the initial store, since y’< f(x) in 
P’,s) * f-'(y')< 
Step: Assume that D.i-(Y, for all statements with dependency graphs of depth 
0’ - 1 or less. Let have depth i. Then x depends on a set of statements { yl, . . . , vi) 
s of depth at most i- the hypothesis, Dvk = Di( Yk). 
_Yj) ~f(x),and other statements because 
‘, s) * f-‘(_y’)<x in ;W cl 
’ This is related to the notion of a slice in static analysis of programs [31]. 
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ewe (Soundness of s ‘, thert is strongly equivalent o 
LctS be the dependency- ng used to show 
ir of traces T(P, s) and tement result is distinguished and 
occurs only once in each trace; therefore, f maps result in T( P, s) to result in 
T( P’, s). By Lemma 3.6, QeSulr = B;P.V,r ent result returns the final store, 
so the final st re of the two traces is ecause the ch ice of traces was 
arbitrary, we conclude that the ~-NO rams always have the same final store. 
‘, s) = sr. 
We now introduce the relation s,,. If ‘, then all statements in 
executed at least as early in the execution trace as corresponding statements in 





reflexive ( P sp 
P’ ==3 s.t. P si OS(X) = i in T( 
+ pos( f(x)) = j in T( P’, s) where i 2 j* 
of 6, is to measure improvement: if P sp P’ th ’ should be a 
than P Ideally, s, would be a partial order. rtial order is 
P), transitive (P sa P’ A P’ 6, P” ==3 P s I, P”), and antisymmetric 
(P sP P’ A P’ 6, P a P = P’). It is a straightforward to verify that SP is reflexive 
and transitive. It is not, however, antisymmetric. A counter ex 
12. In this example, both programs have the same traces, so 
However, the two programs are different. 
The problem arises because 6, is based on behaviora! or runtime properties-h 
the program executes- rather than the syntactic representations of programs. 
what sense, then, does sP measure parallelism if two distinct programs can each 
be better than the other? The following theorem shows that if P sp P’ and P’ sp P, 
then P and P’ are indistinguishable in the operational semantics. n every (finite) 
computation, at each time step, P and P’ execute the same statements-thus neither 
is “more parallel” than the other. 
Fig. 12. Programs where P d,, P’ and P’ s,, l? 
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that is, 
. Zf Ps, ’ and P’ s,., P, then P and P’ are behaviorally equivalent; 
‘, S) eXeC(ni, Si) = exec( n:, Si) 
where (ni, si) is t Q i-th step of T( P, S) and (n: , si> is the i-th st ‘, s). 
T(P’, s) =(n&, s&+(n’,, s$+ l 0 l . Let f a 
of< -p,pos(f(x))~u,sopos(_~(x))=O.Asy 
in exec@&) must be 
SSUIT14?, for all jS i, that Sj" 
P, s) and T(P’, s]. 
to statements in exe&) under g. As in the basis ste 
exec(ni) and that s~+~ = s:,, . El 
Let EB be the equivalence relation induced by sp (i.e., P =p P’ e P cp P’ A 
ifies SF as a measure of par 
n 6p are indistinguishable in 
f, P’, then P’ is strictly b 
earlier in some trace of 
’ if P sp P” and P f, P’. 
ut the execution times are t 
; (b) a program P’. 
Fig. 14. The delete transfor 
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imply P’ actually has a shorter running time than ; it simply shows that a statement 
her. For exampl 3a executes no faster than 
g. 13b, but P cp sp is motivated by the compaction 
paradigm-transformations move statements earlier in the schedule, although that 
alone does not guarantee an improvement in running time. It is certainly the case, 
however, that scheduling statements earlier cannot lengthen execution time. 
s)I be the nu her of steps in 
Immediate from the definition of cP ( 
3.1. Other relations 
The relation sP is not the only possible measure for comparin parallelism in 
programs. An alternative is to use the ordering induced by some 
transformations-that is, P s ’ if P cm be transformed into P’. It is fairly easy to 
obtain a partial order in this way. In fa the set of primitive transformations we 
use induces a partial order on programs. e rejected this approach because nothing 
can be said about transformations not directly expressible with the chosen primitives. 
In Section 5, we introduce transformations that cannot be implemented using our 
primitives; sP is crucial to proving properties of these tran~fo~ations. ith sP, 
there is an independent formalism in which transformations can be corn 
e core t 
The core transformations are the building blocks of our transformational system. 
These primitive transformations are local, involving only adjacent nodes of the 
program graph. Though simple, the core transformations can be used to express 
very powerful code motions. The transformations presen here are based upon 
the core transformations of percolation scheduling [29]. informal description 
of each transformation is presented; formal defmitions and proofs of correctness 
are in [2]. Discussion of the efficient i e core transformations is 
in [3,2]. 
4.1. An overview of the transformations 
There are four primitive transformations: delete, 
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4.1.1. Delete 
The delete transformation removes a node from the program graph if it is empty 
reachable. A node may be or unreachable 
as a result of o tions. In Fig. 14, assume 
he program graph, n’s predecessors to point to n’s 
successor. Note that an empty node has exactly one successor. 
transformation moves a single co y x of identkal assign 
a set of nodes {nj} to a common predecessor node m.” This is 
exists between x and the std. o.3 not write any storage location 
live at m. (A storage 1or;at could possibly be read in some 
continuation of a computation from rn [I].) 
Care must be taken not to a passing through an ni 
but not through W. To ensure t reserved on the other 
s. An illustration of move-op applied to a single assi ent x is given 
115; an illustration cf move-op applied to several assignments is given in Fi 
Mile move-op is defined to move any subset of copies of an assignment hat 
can legally move from a set nodes to a common predecessor, we assu 
move-op always moves all c can also be defined to allow distinct 
E2 E2 
Fig. 15. The move-op transformation applied to one assignment. 
nl nl 
El, El 
Fig, . 16. The move-op transformation applied to several assignments. 
’ This transformation combines the primitives move-op and unify of [29]. 
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statements that are mutually de dent to move into a node m [29]; for simplicity, 
we do not consider this possibility. 
ove-test 
ove-test ransformation moves a single copy cf a set of identical tests (xj) 
from a node n to a node m through an edge (m, n) provided that no dependency 
exists between x and the statements of m. h yt but not throug 
must not be affected; as fo 
we allow an arbitrary rooted 
come from arbitrary points in that dag, p? is split into H, and nf, where n, and nr 
correspond to the true and false branches of the x,. n n,, the tests on x,‘s tru 
branch are inserted in xi’s place; in n f, the tests on X/‘s false branch are inserted in 
xi’s place. Figure 17 illustrates the transformation a 
figure, a represents the ag of tests (in n) n t reached by x, 1; 
of tests hed on x’s true branch, and c the dag of tests reac 
branch. Ee move-test is defined to move any subset of copies 




Fig. 17. The move-test transformation. 
4.1.4. Unrolling 
a loop is unrolled, the loo 
unrolled loop body) for scheduling. 
original loop. An illustration of a lo 
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n2 
Fig. 18. The unrolling transformation. 
4.2. Correctness 
A transformation 9 is correct if for any program P, 3(P) is strongly equivalent 
to R The following theorem justifies the core transformations by showing that they 
are correct and that some improvement results from t eir application. 
Let ~7 be delete, move-op, or move-test. Then for al! P, P 6, Y(P). Let 
3 be wm&.g. 7hen for all P, P = p T( P). 
of. The transformations preserve dependencies and do not remove a statement 
from any path on which it occurs- 3(P). For each of de 
or move-test, if it succeeds, at least one statement a ears earlier on at least one 
path, so P G, 3(P). For unrolling, for any initial state S, T( P, s) = T( T( P), s) or 
both traces are undefined, so P fp S(P). Cl 
n this section, we develop the perfect pipelining algorithm. feet pipelining 
resides outside of the basic transformational system discussed Secticm 4; no 
sequence of core transformations can achieve the loop in Fig. 4 from thf. loop in 
Fig. 1. e use 6, e relationship between the core transformations 
and perfect pipelining. 
5.1. Formalization 
r a compaction algorithm % applied to 
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u’L. We give a method, for the class of compaction algorithms discussed below, to 
compute a program (eu”L satisfying 
i $$.A. sp %u”L. 
5.2. Conditions for perfect pipelining 
It is intuitively obvious that the loop in 
form of this pattern. 
this pattern by examining the finite numb 
Consider the following analogy with numbers: 
Answer the followin uestion: I have a 
digits of its decimal expansion are 0.999 
is question cannot e answered since there are many numbers that be 
Without additional information, no repeating behavior can be inferred. 
The “additional information” is provided by restricting the compaction algorithms 
Ce that can be used with perfect pipelining. There are two basic requirements that 
any compaction algorithm used with perfect ipelining must satisfy. 
must be a better approximation to the final (pipelined) loop than %u’L; i.e., the 
compaction algorithm must be monotonic. Second, the compaction algorithm must 
exhibit some repeating behavior. 
~~~i~i~~ 5.9( Yell-behaued). Let % be a deterministic compaction algorithm built 
from move-op, move-test, and delete. Consider the sequence 5% L, %‘u%., Eu’L, . . . . 
If Vi %b’L d, 5%” L, then % is well-behaved on L and the %u’L form a chain. ( 
chain is a set of programs totally ordered by s,, .) 
This is the monotonicity condition---the c paction algorithm should perform 
better with larger unrollings of the loop. or the moment, we require that a 
compaction algorithm be well-behaved. This requirement is actually stronger than 
necessary; we explain why and develop a better monotonicity condition in Section 
5. 
o formalize the second requirement, we 
Nodes n and n’ are equivalent if, in a large en 
starting computation at n in a store s is indi 
at n’ in store s. 
programs. 
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(Equivalent nodes). Two program nodes n and n’ in Ceu’L are 
pquivalent if’, for any integer k, there is an unrolling j such that in % 
(n,, s)+(n2, s2)+ = l l +(nk, sli) = in’,, s)+(n~, .s2)+ 0 l l -+-+;l, sk) 
where n in %u’L = n, in %u’+jL A n’in %u’L = n’, in %u’+~ 
For example, in Fig. 3, nodes four and five are equivalent wit 
otherwise stated, we assume that compaction algorithms are 
generate only finitely any classes of equivalent nodes for a 
5.3. 7Xe alTori?hm 
If nodes n and H’ can be identified as equivalent, t en perfect pipelining may 
delete n’ and add edges from pred( n’) to tt. For example, in Fig. 3 the third and 
fourth nodes are equivalent: for a sufficiently large unrolling with compaction, 
computations beginning at the two nodes appear identical. 
Lemma 5.4 below establishes an important property of well-behaved compaction 
algorithms when machine resources are limited. While resource limits can be 
arbitrarily complex, we simply impose a limit c on the number of statements that 
a node can contain. We assume that the core transformations are modifie 
statements only if the resulting program graph does not violate the resource 
constraints. 
Let % be we!l-behaved on L. For every depth k there is an unrolling i such 
that node n at depth k is unchanged for any unrolling greater than i. at is, 
3i s.1. Vj> i n in %u”L = n in S&L. 
Because % is well-behaved, a statement x in op(n) in %u’L can only be 
scheduled in n or a predecessor of n in W&L. The lemma follows immediately from 
the fact that resources are bounded. Cl 
he following theorem establishes a key fact about the compaction algorithms 
er consideration (those that are well-behaved and generate only finitely many 
distinct classes of e uivalent nodes). 
(Convergence). Fo- 1 u” suficien tly large unrolling i, on every path in %‘u i L 
there are two equivalent nodes n (2nd n’ where n and n’ do not change with greater 
unrolling and compaction, 
s must grow longer with larger 
as at least two e 
eorem is guaranteed by Lemma 5.4. 0 
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et i be the number in Theorem 5.5 
ch path p through P 
and n’ be equivalent nodes on p; 
ce edges (m, la’) by (472, n); 
Delete any unreachable nodes. 
Fig. 19. Perfect pipelining. 
The perfect pipelining transformation is given in 
equivalent nodes n and n’ in the compacted progra aph, deletes n’, an 
backedges from the predecessors of n’ to n. For clarity, we have presented the 
simplest possible form of Theorem 5.5 and the erfect pipelining al 
stronger statement actually holds: it that the equivale 
on the same path-it is sudtTcient to fEn equivalent nodes anywhere in the lsop 
body. Exploiting this property speeds convergence of the algorithm in practice. 
Refer again to the loop in Fig. 1. In Fig. 3, the loop has been unrolled five times 
and compacted. (The compaction algorithm used in this example is presented in 
Section 6.2.) The fourth and fifth nodes are equivalent. The transformation deletes 
the fifth node and adds an edge from the fourth node to itself with an induction 
variable increment of one. The result of applying perfect pipelining to this loop 
(combined with minor adjustments to account for altering dependencies of the 
original loop; see Section 1 .l ) is shown in Fig. 4. 
5.4. More on convergence 
By Theorem 55, a sufficient condition for convergence of the perfect pipelining 
algorithm is that the compaction algorithm generates finitely many classes of 
equivaient nodes. This is also a necessary condition: if a compaction algorithm % 
generates infinitely man;’ classes of e es, then it cannot be that there 
are two equivalent nodes on every path n other words, if the compaction 
algorithm generates infinitely many classes of equivalent nodes, then there is no 
finite representation of %u”L. Thus, a well-behaved compaction strategy co 
if and only if it generates finitely many classes of equivalent nodes. 
to verify and that 
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itio ness). Let Xi denote the statement x in unrolled iteration 
Li. A compaction algorithm is bounded for loop L if for 
integers j, there is a constant k such that for all i and h the 
and node( yi+j) i %uh L is at most k (or unde 
Consider the loop in Fig. 20. The same loop unrolled five times and compacted 
maximally-everything moved as far as possible using the core transformations-is 
1. We assume that up to six statements can be execute parallel. 
compaction is not a bounded compaction algorit for this loop; note 
that the first statement vectorizes while the second is invokd in a recurrence. 
resource constraints allow kl re than two state ent to be executed in parallel, then 
the distance between state nts Ai and Bi ws arbitrarily large as the loop is 
unrolled and compacted. In terms of Definition 5.3, maxi al compaction generates 
an unbounded number of c asses of equivalent nodes. In this example, for any 
unrolling with maximal compaction, every node is equivalent only to itself. 
A bounded compaction algorithm is a necessary-but not sufficient-condition 
for convergence of perfect pipelining. The compaction algorithm in Fig. 22 is 
bounded, but it also generates an unbounded number of classes of equivalent no 
This compaction algorithm uses global information about the isop (the number of 
the iteration being compacted) to prevent any pattern from emerging. Thus, a 
compaction algorithm that converges should use only local information. For 
example, the compacted form of an iteration should depend only on a finite number 
of adjacent iterations. A local compaction algorithm cannot use gl bal analysis of 
the loop to decide where to move a given statement. The ideas of locality and 
boundedness in compaction algorithms are formalized by the following theorem. 
for i := 1 to n do 
A: A[i] := C[i]; 
B: B[i] := B[i - 1] 
end; 
.:=i+ 5 
Fig. 20. Another sample loop. Fig. 2 1. The loop unrolled and compacted 
with maximal compaction. 
et L be a loop to be compacted 
Fig. 22. An irregular compaction algorithm. 
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2. A jinite automaton is a machine with a one-way read-only input 
tape, a one-way write-only output tape, and a finite i ternal state. At each step, 
may read one symbol from the in symbol on the output tape, 
and make an internal state transition! 
core . ~Perjki pipelining converges with compaction algorithm % iJ for 
loop L, %’ is we&behaved and 94’ acts as a jnite automaton. 
* Because % has a finite control, it has at most a 
states. A classical result of automata theory shows that a 
loop (repeat states) on sufficiently large inpc:s [20]. T us, a compaction al 
with a finite state must produce equivalent nodes on all paths for a sufficiently large 
unrolling. •I 
Locality limits the size of the state. In .22, the compaction algorithm computes 
m to arbitrary precision, so it is not a finite-state compaction algorithm. 
unbounded compaction algorithm also has unbounded state: no finite-state machine 
can generate more than a finite number of distinct classes of equivalent nodes. There 
are, of course, compaction algorithms with unbounded state which converge. Thus, 
Theorem 5.8 provides a sufficient: but not necessary, condition for convergence. 
5.5. Correctness of perfect pipelining 
We prove that perfect pmpelining is correct and that it is equivalent to infinite 
unrolling and compaction using a compaction algorithm %‘. The following technical 
lemmas simplify the proof. Recall that T( P, s) is the execution history of program 
P in initial store s (Definition 2.1). 
. Let n and n’ be equivalent nodes in %u’ L. Let (n, s> + (m, s’) and 
(n’, s)+ (m’, s’), where for all j, there exist m. and rn& such that 
m in %u’L = m. in %.PjL, 
m’ in %u’L = mE, in %u’+jL. 
Then m and PI’ are equivalent. 
. immediate by efinition of equivalence ( efinition 5.3). Cl 
et %?u”L be the result of perfect pipe~i~in~. 
such that T(%u”L, s) is identical to T(%u’ 
. Choose an i sue 
is 
6 This is actually a special variety of finite automaton, the Mealy machine [20]. 
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existence of i is guaranteed by Lemma 5.4.) We proceed by induction on the number 
of times T(%‘u”L, s) crosses a backedge introduced by the perfect 
ere are two cases: T( %u”L, s) 
s, and only the kth step of T( Vu” L, s 
are identical for k 
k_l, s&+(nk, sk) i 
%u”L, where (n&-l, n) is an edge introduced et h be the unrolling 
used in the perfect pipelining algorithm. 
with (nk-1 p n), where n’ and ul are equivalent nodes in %?uhL. 
n’in %UhL = n& in %u’L. But then there is an m in %u’1. such that m is equivalent 
to n& and n in %u”L = m in ‘&u”L. so n = n 
Step: Assume that (no, s)-+(nk+ S& i 0th programs, and let (f-b,, sk- ,) + 
(n, sk) in %u”L. Furthermore, assume that re is a node m such that m in %u’L 
= n&n in %u” L and m is equivalent to 8&-1. The rest of the proof is similar to the 
base case using Lemma 5.9. •I 
for which % is well-behaved and generates only finitely 
many classes of equivalent nodes, %u i L sp Wu” L. 
Let k be the length of T( %u’L, s). By Lemma 5.10, there is a program %uiL, 
where j s max( i, Ir), such that T( %uj L, s) = T( %u” ). Because Ce is well-behaved, 
%u’L ~,%ujL. We conclude that %u’L sp %u”L. 
Theorem 5.11 shows that perfect pipelining is as good as full unrolling and 
s. The transformation computes a closed form of the pattern 
unrolling and compaction using %‘. 
re on monotonicity 
entio in Section 5.2, the original definition of a well-behaved compaction 
rithm is too strong. While the results of the previous sections are true for any 
-behaved compaction algorithm, there are interesting compaction algorithms 
that converge but are not well-be aved. Consider Fig. 23. e assume that at most 
two statements can be executed in parallel due to resource constraints. 
maximal corn ction (%) as the compaction algorithm for this example. 
the loop body s only a single statement and no dependencies, maximal compaction 
is a bounded and local compaction algorithm for this loop. Figure 23b shows %u*L, 
his section is to extend our theory to cover 
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r i := 1 to N do 
A: A[i] := A[i! + I; 
(a) 
Fig. 23. An example that is not well-behaved. (a) A simple Isop; (b) the loop unroiled 2,3 and 4 times 
and compacted. 
all interesting compaction algorith s not satisfying the constraints of previous 
sections. To do this, we weaken the de~nition of a well-behaved compaction 
algorithm. 
efinition 5.12 only requires that good as duplicating the 
loop body of %u’L, so this is quite definition of equivalent 
nodes must be changed to reflect the change in the definition of well- 
nitio 3. Two program nodes n and 11’ in %fr i L are equivalent if, for any 
integer k, there is an integer j = 2” such that in %‘u”L, 
(n,, s,)-+(M~, s2)+ . l . ++I~, sk) = (n’,, s,)+(ni, s+ l - 9 +(ni, si) 
where 
n in %.4’L= n, in %.PL A n’ in %u’L= ni 3n WPL. 
All of the results of the previous sections hold using efinitions 5.12 and 5.13; 
for any chain %u’oL, %u'lL, . . . where %u’lL s u $+I L, perfect pipeli 
a loop %‘uTL such that QjCedL sp %u”L. 
well-behaved is so weak, the result of perfect pi 
be different; %u”L may not be unique. 
%hPL, %u’L, %h’L, %u4L, %iPL,. . . . We 
using the canonical chain. 
form of vectorization. Consider again 
consists of a si gle statement ~4it 
k statements a time, where k 
his is also what vectori 
transformations. 
e resource 
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In this section, we develop one compaction algorithm 
e use this algorithm to illustrate how 
ow of control. We compare th 
a standard multiprocessor para~leli~at 
ction strategies for use with 
found in 123. 
A loop-cwried dqendmcy [6] is a de endency between separate iterations of a 
loop. Pn this context we are referring to the ap oximate Dependencies a compiler 
computes using conservative se trace dependency 
graphs used to define sP le (nonnested) loops 
satisfying the following co 
Assu~me there is a de endency between statement x an 
the dependency is loop-carried, then in u”L there is a dependency betwee 
x of Lj and y of Li+r for all j. If the dependency is loop-inde 
there is a dependency between statement x of L. and y of Lj for all j. 
The constraint is quite restrictive; even so, most loops arising ii;. s:actice can be 
automatically rewritten to satisfy it [2 
6.2. 77~ simple rule 
To simplify the algorithms, the primitives move-op and move-test are co 
into one transformation motle (Fig. 24). The simple rule moves an iterati 
far “up” in the program graph on as many paths as possible. In the simple rule, 
statements in the iteration remain in adjacent nodes an tion keeps its 
-statements appear in the order of the original I 
of the simple rule is to move each statement in one copy of an 
iteration, up one node in the program graph. An algorithm that accomplishes this 
is given in . We assume that statements are identi their unrolled 
iteration Lj l and causes the entire recursive c n to terminate 
and restores the original program graph. 
move-op( P, 2, move-sek m) 
where move-set contains every member of succ(m) with 
Fig. 24. The move transformation. 
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procedure move-iterat&on(;e, n, m) 
begin 




(* next-op-in-it(x, n, p) is next statement in the iteration 
x on edge (it, p). *) 
(p, g> s-t. p E swc(n) A nexl-op-in-itjx, 7a,p) = y do 
move-iteration( 3, p, n); 
Delete all empty nodes. 
endl; 
25. an iteration. 
(* Let P = ?&‘L *) 
for each iteration Lo,. . . , Li do 
begin 
X := (2) where z is the fist statement in Lj; 
repeat 
(* we assume that X always contains all copies of statement z *) 
Select a; E X such that z’s iteration can move and 
the depth of m in the graph is ma.ximized; 
move-ileration(x, node(i~:!, slz) 
until no iteration can move; 
Delete all empty nodes. 
end; 
Fig. 26. The simpie rule. 
The simple rule is given in Fig. 24. As many statements are c~~bi~~~ as possible, 
thus minimizing code explosion. As iterations move through the rogram ffWPh9 
copies of statements- forming distinct copies of the iteration-are generated where 
paths split. The top-level algorithm refers to the first statements in each copy of the 
iteration; the other statements are handled by move-iteration. 
In the remainder of this paper, we use % for the simple rule. 
property of % is that it is maximal- for any W using move-iteration and for all 
programs P and unrollings i, %u’P +, Vu?? e simple rule is wel aved; 
bounded, and local. 
Figure 3 shows a loop unrolled and co 
dependency is between t
of (8 the iterations overlap, 
that detecting lent nodes is easy for the 
state ts fro erent iterations are e 
x in Lj. Assume that n and n’ a 
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%. If there is a k such that 
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Xj E Op(M) e xj+& E Op(n’) 
and n and n’ halve the same dag structure, then n and n’ are eq 
Assume i is large enough that the successors of n an 
arger unrollings and applications of %?. The existence of i is 
5.4. Let p and p’ be corresponding successors of n and n’, 
statements from an iteration are ad_iacent and in the same order after the application 
of %, it follows that x is a statement of iteration Lj in n and y is a statement in Lj 
in p if and only if x is a state ent of Lj+& in r?’ LPI@.. y is a statement of Lj+& in p'. 
The only other possibility is that p contains the first statement of an iteration Ljm If 
there is a loop-carried dependency, then, because loop-carried dependencies are 
regular and %? is maximal, a moving iteration is always bloc ed by the same statement 
from the previous iteration on a particular path. Thus, the first statement of iteration 
Lj is in ,p if and only if the first statement of Lj-+, is in pF. The fact that p and p’ 
ha*le the same dag structure follows from the definition of the simple rule and the 
fact that n and M’ have the same dag structure. Applying this argument inductively 
to p and p’, it follows that f2 and n’ are equivalent nodes. 0 
6.3. n example 
Figure 27 shows a simple loop L. The loop searches an array of elements, saving 
the position of all elements that match a key in order on a separate list. As before, 
we have omitted the loop control code. There is also no exit test; we stress that *his 
is only for simplicity. We assume that the target machine can execute up to three 
tests in parallel. 
i := i 
Fig. 27. A simple loop L. 
This particular loop highlights the problem that 
presents in parallelization. Note that while the path 
teventing speedup, the path 
unpredictable flow of control 
consisting of all true branches 
consisting of all false branches 
ver. Other paths (some true branches, some false 
for 
t assigns the iterations of a loop to the 
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processors of a synchronous or asynchronous multiprocessor [ f 11. 
putes a delay that must be observed between the rt of a loop iteration L, and the 
th of I!+ For this loop, t computed delay is one on both 
aths; that is, iteratio + 1 may begin after iteration i has executed its first statement. 
The dynamic execution of this loop using doacross is shown in ig. Z&J. An equivalent 
SPL schedule is shown in Fig. 28b. 
e now show how perfect pipelining with the pfe rule applies to this lo 
ig. 29, the original loop is unrolJed seven ti . ‘The statements have be 
Processor 1 
Processor 2 
Fig. 28. Doacross applied to L. (a) Dynamic schedule; (b) static SPL program. 
Fig. 29. L unrolled seven times. 
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replaced by labels wit 
The result of applyin 
each node is arranged 
subscripts indicating the increment to the induction variable. 
the simple rule is shown in Fig. 30. The dag of tests within 
as a chain with the fake branches p 
and the true branc es exiting the node. The lowest numbere 
The first four nodes in the left column of Fig. 30 are equivalent and the start 
node is equivale t to the first two nodes in the right column. Fi 
lying perfect pipelining-only the first two no es remain. In t 
pipelined loop, three tests are executed at each step. If 7; is the lowest numbered 
Fig. 30. L unrolled seven times and compacted. 
r 
/ I fff i+4 i:=i+3 
= i+3 
i:=i+lV i := i+2 
Fig. 31. The same loop after pipe lining. 
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test that evaluates to true, then the in uction variable i is incremented by j and 
control passes to the node with the append statement. f none of the tests is true, 
control transfers to the first node. The second node s an append and evaluaies 
the next three tests. 
The pipelined loop executes three tests at every step, achieving optimal use of 
e critical resource. The final code can run on the 
coupled parallel architecture that su 
the running time of erfect pipelining 
of the machine as well as the origin 
6.4. Comparison with doacross 
s suggested in the previous section, loops transformed by doacross can 
represented in our formalism. In fact, a restriction on perfect pi 
simple rule corresponds exactly to doacross for single loops on sy 
processors. Another, more restrictive version corresponds to doacross for asyn- 
chronous multiprocessors. Thus, a family of transformations for diEerent machine 
models can be directly formulated and compared in our framework. 
The basic algorithm for doacross analyzes a loop body and deci 
each path, it is safe to begin the next iteration. (We assume that statements in the 
loop body are not reorganized.) A communication instruction is added to the loop 
at those points. During execution, when a processor executing iteration i encounters 
a communication instruction, it sends a message signaling another processor that 
execution of iteration i+ 1 can begin. 
Let Synch be the compaction algorithm that implements doacross for synchronous 
multiprocessors. The restriction to the simple rule is made in move (see Fig. 32). 
The new requirement is that if an iteration moves above a test, then it must move 
above that test on all paths. This restriction is necessary for doacross because the 
various processors have independent flow of control-once an iteration is started 
on a processor it must be able to e path taken by any other 
processor. It is easily shown that for 9synch L, the first statement of iteration i + 1 
overlaps iteration i exactly where the communications are intr 
The asynchronous case (9&& is similar and can also be w 
on the pipelining transformation; however, t communicatio 
introduced even more conservatively because t
rocedwe move(z, n, m) 
2 
Fig. 32. The move transformation for BSynch. 
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Again, the change is made in the move transformation. In 9Jsynch, the first statement 
of iteration Lfi may not move past a statement x in iterati 
endent on x. This is necessary because process 
, it is not safe to start an iteration Li until ev 
on has already een executed. The following theorem su 
between the three transfor 
iately from previous 
restriction of 9Synch, whit self is a restrict 
rule. q 
fact that 9&,ch is a 
lining with the simple 
There are loops for which perfect lie rule requires time 
exponential in the size of the origin sider a loop L with 
no loop-carried depen e&es and a single test. If there are su cient machine 
resources, then because there are no loop-carried dependencies the height of the 
program graph after compaction with the si le rule is a constant independent of 
the unrolling chosen. Wow, u”L has 2” paths rough the loop body; preserving all 
paths in constant depth requires exponential code explosion. However, this can be 
detected after unrolling only once, because the iterations completely overlap after 
applying %. In this case, the loop is completely vectorizahle and generating good 
code is relatively easy. 
Any compaction algorithm that is at least as 
worst-case exponential time complexity. In fact, e 
ation system suffers from worst-case exponential performance [3,12,13,24]. 
wever, a good implementation can minimize the problem. Perfect pipelining 
n converges on many or all paths for unrollings the worst-case 
bound; thus interleaving unrolling, compaction, uivalent nodes 
substantially i e efficiency of the algorithm. Another possibility is to 
amically modify the compaction algorithm if code explosion becomes too severe. 
parallelism, code explosion can be substa tially reduced while 
ce of perfect pipelining. 
ysstem for and a theory of program 
ave illustrated how a simple form of 
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vectorization and doacross can e expressed in our system. Thus, our transforma- 
tional system and t eory can be viewed a formal foundation for the area of 
aralleliz&ion. 
icolau for supewisi 
f this paper, and to 
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